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Overview | 2021
The global shift to remote work has all but disintegrated the concept of the traditional network perimeter, and advanced threat
actors continue to capitalize on the expanded opportunities provided through remote access. They exploit privileged user
credentials harvested during their intrusions and collected through additional means, causing new challenges for security teams.
Such dynamics have given rise to advanced threat actor behaviors which model those of a rogue system administrator.
Today’s advanced threat actors are more adept at
using living-off-the-land binaries. These digitally signed
applications side-step defenses by switching them off at the
console. Threat actors then stealthily further their intrusions
and deploy malicious payloads at scale using group policy.
Ransomware now dominates the cybercrime
landscape. Driven by the advanced cybercriminal threat
actors using the above-described techniques, they go
hands-on-keyboard in the intrusion cycle, and they
leverage commercial offensive security tools (e.g., Cobalt
Strike, Meterpreter, and Powershell Empire) to maximize
their return on investment.

The ever-blurring lines between geopolitics and
transnational cybercrime increase the complexity of
today’s threat landscape. What was once discussed
in hushed whispers among select trust groups, who
collaboratively shared information across private and public
sectors, now makes ripples in the proverbial ‘reflective pool’ in
Washington. This has led to a public forum paradigm shift over
the last decade, through official policy actions taken by the
United States government with the support and cooperation of
allied democracies.

•

Russian-cybercriminal group Evil Corp is now officially
listed as an OFAC sanctioned entity.

Cybercriminals are rapidly adopting exploitation
techniques showcased by nation-states. Take for
instance, the infamous ProxyLogon vulnerabilities. These
intrusion activities, attributed to Chinese state-sponsored
HAFNIUM, were co-opted by ransomware actors less than
96 hours after publicization of the vulnerability and the
release of related patches.

•

The US imposed diplomatic sanctions against Russia,
citing cyber activities implicated in election meddling.

•

US Cyber Command carred out disruption operations
against Russian-cybercriminal group REvil.

•

The US Department of Justice posted a $10 million USD
international bounty for information leading to the arrest and
conviction of Darkside/DarkMatter ransomware operators.

•

Within days of Microsoft’s announcement last spring,
security researchers (and by logical extension
those with malicious intent) reverse engineered the
mechanism of exploitation, fashioning a One Day—from
there, it was a race to the enterprise patch cycle!

•

Active exploitation of the ProxyLogon set of
vulnerabilities increased exponentially in the weeks that
followed, as opportunistic cybercriminals harnessed
one of the most prevalent remote code execution
vulnerabilities to date. This prompted the FBI to seek a
court order from the US Department of Justice (DoJ),
allowing the agency to execute the bold move. They
leveraged the exploit on remaining vulnerable systems
in the US to patch the vulnerability without the explicit
consent of the system owners.

We are witnessing a marked response to actions of the
United States government and allied democracies from
within the communities and marketplaces of Eastern-European
cybercriminals. There is also likely a cultural rift occurring in
the forums—an ideological clash between the old guard who
claim adherence to a thief’s code, and a newer nihilist mindset
of all bets being off—as the next generation of enterprising
cybercriminals begin to take the reins. The following are
examples of this rift in action:
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•

Groups doxing select ransomware affiliate members
(i.e., their personal information is purposely leaked).

•

Bans across top-tier Russian-language cybercrime forums
for certain ransomware groups.

•

Select ransomware affiliates swear off attacking hospitals,
charities, and critical infrastructure, while others (e.g.,
Maze, Lockbit, Conti) double down on their promises to
give no quarter or defiantly vow to continue their operation.

•

Splinter-groups form on what is likely an ideological
divergence (e.g., Groove).
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Key Findings | November 2021
Emotet Returns
Cybercriminal actors affiliated with Emotet are rebuilding
their botnet through Trickbot. Emotet has an established
history of delivering Trickbot, thus this reciprocal relationship
is not at all surprising. Emotet resurgence will likely
contribute to an increased level of ransomware activity
coinciding with the US holiday season. We are tracking the
newest Emotet command and control servers as they
come online.

•

In January 2021, Operation Ladybird (a multi-national law
enforcement effort coordinated through Europol) dealt a
significant disruption to the Emotet malware botnet.

•

Law enforcement agents took control of the botnet,
arrested two key affiliate operators, and removed global
infections using the bots own uninstall features.

Emotet remains a pernicious threat – namely because of the
cooperative relationships involved with malware distribution
networks and the socio-political dynamics allowing the group
a relatively protected position.
Evil Corp Living-Off-the-Land
Cybercriminal threat actors affiliated with Evil Corp, the
notorious OFAC-sanctioned cybercriminal group—leverage
living-off-the-land binaries (LOLBins), which support their
intrusion efforts while evading detection. LOLBins are
digitally signed applications. They are inherently trusted by
the operating system and most third-party security auditing
tools, which makes them particularly dangerous.

•

•

In the instance observed, Evil Corp affiliated
cybercriminal actors were likely attempting to deliver and
execute a backdoor payload by compiling it dynamically
with msbuild.exe.
Applications such as msbuild.exe are inherently designed
for power-user flexibility. Their use would expectedly be
uncommon when contrasted against role-based access
controls for users whose role and function would not
necessitate the use of these tools. Detection of such use
could indicate an ongoing attack.

Dridex Abuses Trusted Domains
This particular malware is historically associated with the
operations of Evil Corp. Cybercriminal actors likely affiliated
with Dridex abuse the inherent trust relationship of popular
third-party hosting services to stage their malicious payloads
for delivery. This is not a new technique. Though simple, it
remains quite effective because of how such services are
often allowed in most environments.
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•

In the specific instances observed, Dridex affiliated
cybercriminal actors staged payloads on individual private
folder paths hosted through cdn[.]discordapp[.]com and
api[.]onedrive[.]com.

•

Threat actors are almost certainly taking advantage of the
fact that domains for Discord and Microsoft are expectedly
allowed in many networks.

•

Payloads delivered in these campaigns were DLL
executables with randomized filenames. Human users
engaging with these services would rarely use this type of
filename, which provides a reliable criteria for identification
of the threat and the need for an appropriate mitigation.

Evasion Using Obscure MSOffice Document File Formats
In November 2021 we observed multiple threat actors
leveraging obscure MSOffice file formats (e.g., .ppam, .xlsb)
to conceal malicious macro code that ultimately delivers a
binary payload. These techniques are not necessarily new, but
they remain quite effective because they abuse legitimate file
formats. The malicious content therein can be readily updated
and obfuscated.
XLSB
• Cybercriminal actors likely affiliated with Dridex and
Quakbot are leveraging Excel spreadsheets (.xlsb)
containing malicious VBA (Visual Basic for Applications)
macro code.

•

The technique is easily adopted and is not exclusive to just
these groups.

•

XLSB is likely chosen to evade static detection and popular
forensic tools such as OLEDump.

•

The threat actors embed the malicious macros in hidden
sheets. These sheets get stored in a binary format
(BIFF12), making the macro difficult to parse and analyze.

PPAM
• Static analysis of the malicious macro involving PowerPoint
(.ppam) revealed follow-on payload staging that referenced
an HTML page hosted on a compromised personal blog
site (e.g., Blogspot).

•

Dynamic analysis of the malicious macro revealed that it
launched mshta.exe to execute embedded JavaScript
from a remote resource – a technique identified as
HTML smuggling.

•

HTML smuggling is also a technique notably attributed to
Russian state-sponsored actor NOBELIUM (a.k.a., Dark
Halo), implicated in the SolarWinds breach earlier this year.

•

The binary payload observed in our specific instance
was an open-source modular remote access tool (RAT),
identified as 3losh Rat.
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Key Metrics | November 2021
The following are the top five vulnerability threats (weighted) observed this period, derived from our proprietary tracking and
scoring system and enhanced with context by Fidelis Threat Research Team (TRT).

Vulnerability Threat
[1] CVE-2021-42321

•

Remote code execution (RCE) vulnerability known to impact multiple configurations of Microsoft Exchange Server
v2016 and v2019.

•
•

Requires authenticated session of a valid user.
Proof-of-Concept (PoC) exploit code available on GitHub.

[2] CVE-2021-22205

•
•
•
•

RCE vulnerability known to impact Community and Enterprise (CE/EE) editions of GitLab v11.9.0 through v13.10.2.
Does NOT require authenticated session of a valid user.
PoC exploit code available on PacketStorm.
Vulnerable systems in the wild likely exploited to generate 1TB of malicious network traffic for Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS) attacks.

[3] CVE-2021-3064

•

Memory corruption vulnerability known to impact Palo Alto Networks GlobalProtect portal/gateway interfaces running
PAN-OS8.1 through v8.1.17.

•

Potential for RCE – vulnerability allows for an out-of-bounds memory write, creating an opportunity for stack-based
buffer overflow (unconfirmed).

•
•
•

Does NOT require authenticated session of valid user, however network access to the interface is required.
NO KNOWN public PoC exploit for this vulnerability.
Cybersecurity firm Randori has alleged they have produced a working exploit example, which is proposed for
demonstration on 14 December 2021.

[4] CVE-2021-41379

•

Privilege-escalation vulnerability known to impact Windows Installer for multiple 32 and 64-bit versions of the Windows
operating system ranging from Windows7-SP1 through Windows 11 and Windows Server 2008 through Server 2022.

•

Vulnerability allows the adversary to escalate privileges and execute arbitrary code under the privilege context
of SYSTEM.

•
•

Requires local access (ability of the adversary to execute low-privilege code on the target) to exploit the vulnerability.
Very likely to be exploited In-the-Wild (ItW).

[5] CVE-2021-41277

•

Data disclosure vulnerability arising from improper input validation, leading to local file inclusion (LFI) - known to impact
multiple versions ( v0.40.0 through v0.40.4 and v1.40.4 through v1.40.4) of open-source analytics platform Metabase.

•

PoC exploit code for LFI exploit currently available on Github.
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The following are the top five malware threats (by volume) observed this period, derived from Fidelis telemetry and enhanced with
context by Fidelis TRT.

Malware Threat
[1] XtremeRAT

•
•
•

Also identified as XRAT; active since at least 2010.
Written in Delphi; developed by ‘xtremecoder’.
Source-code known to have been previously leaked and integrated into other malware platforms.

[2] Andromeda

•
•
•
•

A modular Trojan; active since at least 2011.
Also identified as Gamarue or Wauchos.
Primarily used as a loader for other malware, including ransomware.
There is likely a ‘cracked’ builder in circulation for v2.06.

[3] Rbot

•
•

Also known as Ruby IRC Bot; open source and active since at least 2004 (17 years).

•

Commonly abused as a base for malicious IRC bot design; IRC bots were some of the first remote access trojans –
emerging in the late 90’s and early 2000’s.

•

At it’s height in 2007, the Rbot network was measured at approx. 40,000 active nodes per 24 hour period - historically
abused for DDoS and Spam/Phishing campaigns.

Extensible and modular, this IRC bot also has included plugins for legitimate activities (e.g., rss, twitter, imdb,
translations, weather, notifications, and games)

[4] Nymaim

•
•

Loader malware, active since at least 2013.

•

Likely shares code-lineage as a predecessor to GozNym – a hybrid banking trojan combining functions influenced from
Nymaim and Gozi/ISFB.

Distributed initially through Black Hole Exploit Kit, Nymaim delivered notorious malware such as Vawtrak, Miuref, Pony/
Fareit and Ursnif/Gozi.

[5] DELoader

•
•

Also identified as Terdot or Zloader; active since at least 2016.
Initially emerged as a relatively small loader (18kb) which downloaded a Zeus-inspired bot identified as Zeus OpenSSL.
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The following are the top five malware threats (by volume) observed this period according to AbuseCH, enhanced with context
by Fidelis TRT.

Malware Threat
[1] Dridex

•

Originally designed to be an extensible and modular banking Trojan, Dridex now primarily functions as a loader for
other malware leading to intrusions which result in ransomware deployment.

•

Referenced in official sanctions against Evil Corp, by Office of Foreign Asset Control (OFAC) – given it’s pervasive
use by this group.

•

Likely shares code-lineage with Bugat/Cridex; active since at least 2013.

[2] Zatoxp

•
•

A malware family with transient association to SakulaRAT.
SakulaRAT or Sakurel, is a RAT most likely leveraged by Chinese state-sponsored threat actors.

[3] SilentBuilder

•
•
•

Refers to a specific dropper malware leveraged by Quakbot affiliates.
MSOffice document lures containing embedded malicious macros.
SilentBuilder is also likely to support phishing campaigns for Dridex affiliates.

[4] Quakbot

•
•

Also identified as Qbot or Qakbot; active since at least 2007.
A modular Trojan and capable banking Trojan, primarily leveraged now as a loader for other malware leading to
intrusions which result in ransomware deployment.

[5] RedlineStealer

•
•

An info-stealer; primarily leveraged to harvest credentials and other sensitive information – active since at least 2020.

•

Operators of the malware also support underground markets transacting in the stolen Personal Identity
Information (PII).

•

There are known to be pirated versions of the builder in circulation; likely giving rise to a recent surge in popularity.

RedlineStealer is a commodity malware toolkit, available for purchase on underground cybercriminal marketplaces
from vendor/proprietor ‘RedGlade’.
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The following are the top five malware threats (by volume) observed this period according to Maldatabase, enhanced with context
by Fidelis TRT.

Malware Threat
[1] AgentTesla

•
•
•

Also identified as TeslaAgent or Negasteal; active since at least 2014.
A .NET based RAT and info-stealer with the ability among others, to log keystrokes and pilfer victims’ clipboard data.
Once commoditized and readily available to threat actors of various sophistication levels for less than $100 USD
in Bitcoin.

[2] NanoCore

•
•
•
•

Also identified as NanoCore or Nancrat; active since at least 2012.
Another commoditized RAT once sold on low-level cybercriminal forums such as HackForums.
Despite its ubiquitous prevalence, NanoCore is likely leveraged by Iranian state-sponsored actors.
In 2018 Talyor Huddleston, a young developer from Arkansas was sentenced to 33 months in Federal prison for his role
in developing and distributing NanoCore RAT on cybercriminal marketplaces.

[3] TrickBot

•

Well-established reputation as versatile banking Trojan; regularly updated and highly modular - now primarily
functioning as a loader for other malware leading to intrusions which result in ransomware deployment.

•

Active since 2015, Trickbot is almost certainly at present supporting the rebuild of the Emotet botnet - distributing
Emotet through Trickbots’ existing infrastructure.

•

Likely shares code-lineage from Zeus-styled banking Trojan Dyre/Dyreza.

[4] IcedID

•
•

Also identified as Bokbot; active since at least 2017.

•

Likely shares code lineage with Pony 2.0, another loader who’s source was previously leaked.

Initially distributed through the Emotet botnet and primarily serves as a loader for other malware leading to intrusions
which result in ransomware deployment.

[5] Remcos

•
•

This malware derives its name from acronym for Remote Control Surveillance software.

•

It is most-notably recognized as a toolset likely leveraged by Iranian state-sponsored actors.

Remcos is a commercially available remote administration tool that is commonly adopted/abused by cyber threat actors
of various motivations and skill level - to facilitate their intrusions.

Resources
https://www.proofpoint.com/us/blog/threat-insight/ta575-uses-squid-game-lures-distribute-dridex-malware
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/evil-corp-demands-40-million-in-new-macaw-ransomware-attacks/
https://twitter.com/ffforward/status/1455926586881060866
https://twitter.com/JAMESWT_MHT/status/1455944334440865800
https://abuse.ch/#statistics

About Fidelis Cybersecurity
Fidelis Cybersecurity, the industry innovator in proactive cyber defense solutions, safeguards modern IT environments with unparalleled
detection, deception, response, cloud security, and compliance capabilities. We offer full visibility across hybrid environments via deep,
dynamic visibility and asset discovery, multi-faceted context and risk assessment. These features help minimize attackable surface
areas, automate exposure prevention, threat detection, and incident response, and provide the context, accuracy, speed, and portability
security professionals need to find and neutralize adversaries earlier in the attack lifecycle. Fidelis Cybersecurity is dedicated to helping
clients become stronger and more secure. Fidelis is trusted by many top commercial, enterprise, and government agencies worldwide.
For more information, please visit www.fidelissecurity.com
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